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Tags: Electric Lighting I have GE xl44 stove model number JGBP35GEP6WG and my wife used self-cleaning and tried using the oven, but all I say on the screen is the door. After cloning took place, the door lock lock was unlocked just fine, but now bake or the broil does not work. Self-cleaning still works but there is a bad switch on top.
** Door lock just unlocked just right after cleaning. Tried using the oven, but that's all you say on the screen is the door. **It sounds like the controls think the door is still locked. If the door is not locked, problems can occur if the door latch mechanism switch (see next link) or the switch cannot be routed to determine the correct latch
location. Link &gt; GE JGBP35GEP6WG Door Latch Switch The actual investigation should determine whether either is the cause of the case. JMODan O. www.Appliance411.com/parts/?ref411=GE+Range Appliance Information Site =D~ Lift the top of the stove free of time with screwdrivers on both sides. Remove the approximately 6 x
8 panel that exposes the door switch. There may be a paste in the position that prompts the door message. If you do not want the metal tabs on the door switch back and forth, replace them or use the cleaning lever again. The same problem was solved in my range. I unplugged and reset for 1/2 hour. then plugged it in again. After about 5
minutes the display looked OK. I tested BAKE and the oven heated and kept the normal temperature. Then I checked BROIL and it worked too. Wow--- I can't find the webpage I read about it or I'll post it.here, ge xl44 gas stove shows door and oven posts reply as anonymous How do you know I can trust these reviews about GE
microwave ovens? How can I trust these reviews about GE washing machines? 2,682,217 reviews on consumer issues have been verified. Contact information is required to verify that the reviewer is genuine. We use intelligent software to help maintain the integrity of our reviews. Our moderators read all reviews to see the quality and
usefulness. For more .com reviews of ConsumerAffairs, see the FAQ. Nitin, NC Verifier Original Review, Harrisburg: On December 7, 2020, our new GE monogram stopped working after a few weeks. I ordered a new part and it has been 3 months. The exchange promised by GE has not come. Every time I hear another story. Until last
week, I was told the delivery truck was in transit and today they said they had no stock. I am very confused and so far there is no solution. Scott of Ocean View, DE Verified Reviewer Original Review: October 26, 2020 GE Microwave installed in a new home (2018) stopped operating in June 2020 after the reactor.Up. This could have been
a dangerous situation. I was told by the Assistant insurance company that I was no longer covered by the one-year policy, and if I bought a new one for $241.00, they would repair it or replace it. After they found it unnedable, they denied the replace it part and refunded the money for the policy. GE agreed to sell me a new microwave oven
at a discounted price. The replacement microwave was damaged in October 2020. After a lot of calls and waiting times on hold, the service came out and said it was un repairable. Again, on the phone to GE Customer Relations and re-explaining the problem, I was told they didn't have a microwave oven in stock to replace it. But after
further searches, one is found and delivered. On 10/23/20, carry the phone that the microwave is being delivered the next day, but the address was wrong! Where that address came from is a mystery because the GE appliance had never been delivered to that address. Ge was called again because the shipping company was not
authorized to change the address in the system. I'm still waiting for a new microwave! I can't even count the number of times I've called GE, waited for a hold or callback, waited for service and been told I had the wrong case number. I have all the new GE profile appliances, everything had a service for the problem. I will not buy another
GE appliance. Their service and customer relationship departments are unorganized and incompetent. GE appliances are not high-quality products. Read the full review John of St. Thomas, ON Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 25, 2020 Our profile overrange microwave failed after two years. (The warranty was a year! The
repairman, $100, said repeated twisting of the wire from the oven to the door, including all electronic devices, was inevitable in opening and closing. Wires often break in insulation: bad design defects. There is no problem replacing the wires. We need to order a new door for almost $400 plus $200 for an installation that requires two
service technicians. This is more than the cost of the new OTR microwave oven. He advised us to get something with side controls, not a door. Unfortunately, GE is the only company that makes microwave ovens in the same color as our range. Chris of Slingerlands, NY Verified Reviewer Original Review: July 21, 2020 As a landlord I
have about 20 GE microwave ovens. I have broken 8 handles in the last few years, including my house stuff with me pulling the door. Just stand straight in front of it and pull regularly. Replacement plastic handles - just two pieces of injection molded plastic - sell from other companies for as little as $10 for $130.00. $130.00!The company's
solution to that is to charge $130 for plastic replacement parts. Someone should go to jail. Literally. Please include me in the class action. Rhinebeck's William, NY Verified Reviewer Original Review: July 18, 2020 This review is related to Monogram 2.2 Cu. Ft. Built-in microwave oven model #ZEB1227SLSS. GE site: shows in two places
that it includes a built-in trim kit (where it is listed as an addition), but GE confirms that the trim kit is actually an optional add-on and is incurring an additional cost of $325. GE's call to the consumer line has been disappointing. Me: Your website says it includes, but is actually in sections with other features that are included but not for an
additional fee; GE: I've made sure the trim kit takes extra we actually bought an oven and are waiting for its installation, and I have other experience with GE monogrammed appliances, so I expect this to work fine. But I can't understand their reluctance to admit this error on their site. Potential buyers should be aware of this issue. Neil, KY
Verifier Original Reviewer review from Louisville: On July 11, 2020, we purchased an Adra Stove microwave from Home Depot. The Adra brand was made exclusively for Home Depot and sold with its special features and value. Well, after three years, the glass of this exclusive model creates fog when we use it. Only two of us live in the
house. We use it 4-5 times a day. The typical life span of a microwave oven is 9-10 years. By the way, if you make the fan the highest, the express train will sound painful through the kitchen. Our dog had a heart attack and died the first day we manipulated it. No he did. We don't have a dog. But you get the photos. Donna at Round Rock,
TX Verifier Original Review: On June 16, 2020, we built a new home on 8/19. To our dismay, builders only offered GE appliances. We have had bad experiences with GE appliances in the past, so we offered the most expensive profile series. Nine months into our new home, the push button on the microwave to open the door broke (food
stuck inside). I was only able to schedule appointments through an automated system. After a few days, the repairman breaks down the door in an effort to take out the food. The part was ordered and a new date was set for a week later. The day before that appointment, I received a call canceling my appointment because the part was in
the back order. The whole call took 57 minutes. The new appointment was set for another week. Again, the appointment was canceled and the part was ordered from a third party. The third appointment was repeated again (but there is no phone and a repairman is appearing). The rep said he would send $70 for us to buy a small
microwave while we waited. We are now three weeks without fixing our microwave ovenI spent hours on hold trying to get to a solution. The last rep asked why I also made an appointment if I didn't have the parts. What!! They scheduled an appointment. I asked my boss to speak but was told it would be 24-48 hours when someone could
call me back. The rep said this was a time frame for them to quote for a callback, but she didn't know when someone would actually call. I don't know how long I'm going to have to wait. When buying new appliances in the future, we will ask who will offer the warranty! Read Laurie's full review Pamela, NC Verified Reviewer Original
Review: May 21, 2020 My GE microwave oven is working fine, but the door handle is cracked at the bottom. This is the second GE microwave I have purchased in three years. They need to do a better job with the door handle. I don't buy two things. To Quyen in Firmington, MN Verifier Original Review: April 30, 2020, I called to see if
anyone could help me understand why it's built in my microwave but there's no heat. Apparently customer service continues to insist that I need to schedule the service without providing any help. Why do I have to pay for a service trip when I can repair it in the right part? Unlike other appliances, they always have customer service to help
them see and figure out what's wrong with the appliance. Elesia, CA Verifier original review: April 6, 2020 Install a new GE appliance and purchase a new home in September 2018.Within 18 months GE Microwave will shut off or stop heating. I called GE and they want to charge $99 to perform an additional fee for diagnosis and repair.
This is inthring. Model #JVM7195SK3SS. Next
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